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Figure 4 | Angled hairs break reflection symmetry, both in geometry as well as in drag response. a, Schematic of straight hairs, cantilevered
perpendicularly to the base. This configuration is invariant to reflections about hair axes (dashed line). b, Schematic of hairs anchored at an angle ✓0
with respect to the surface normal, which break reflection symmetry. c, Photograph of elastomer hairs with ✓0 =30�. d, Schematic of angled hairs
bending down in response to flow with the grain. e, For flow against the grain, hairs bend up and decrease the gap through which fluid flows. This results in
an impedance (Z�) that is larger than for flow with the grain (Z+). f, Impedance ratio Z�/Z+ as a function of the rescaled velocity
ev= (4⌘L2v/E�a2H)(1� (L/H) cos✓0)�3/2. Larger values of Z�/Z+ correspond to increased rectification. Experimental results (symbols) and numerical
results (lines) for hair beds of di�erent anchoring angles ✓0 (legend, top left). Hair dimensions satisfy L cos✓0/H=0.47.

Table 1 | Scaling of dynamical quantities.

Weakly deformed Reconfiguration Strongly deformed
eZ⇠v0 Crossover eZ⇠v�1/2

Z⇠v0 Z⇠vV Z⇠v0

Fdrag ⇠v1 Fdrag ⇠v1+V Fdrag ⇠v1

Z�/Z+ ! 1 Z�/Z+ � 1 Z�/Z+ ! 1

response. At low Re, the reversibility of Stokes’ equation dictates
that changing the sign of v would leave Z una�ected—provided
hairs are rigid. It is well known in the context of swimmers at low
Re that flexibility introduces nonlinearities that can break Stokes’
symmetry and allow forward locomotion34. However, it remains
unclear under which conditions, and to what degree, flexibility
results in an asymmetric drag response in the context of hair beds.
In the following, we show that hair beds with a nonzero anchoring
angle ✓0 give rise to an axially asymmetric drag response in the
reconfiguration regime.

To this end, we replace the first boundary condition of
equation (2) with ✓ |s=0 = ✓0. As a result, the quantity ✓0 appears in
the impedances Z0, eZ , and Z/Z1, as well as the rescaled velocity
ev (Methods). We again solve numerically for impedance. We also
modify our manufacturing process to produce hair beds with a
nonzero anchoring angle ✓0 up to 40� (Methods; Fig. 4c). Di�erent
behaviour emerges depending on the sign of the velocity.

When fluid flows in the same direction as hair tilt (flow with
the grain), hairs bend down towards the base. This scenario is
similar to the case of reconfiguration of straight hairs. (Fig. 4d and
Supplementary Fig. 4). As a result, varying ✓0 does not significantly
change the form of eZ (Supplementary Fig. 5), and the Vogel
exponent remains negative (Fig. 5a).

When flowopposes hair tilt (flow against the grain), hairs initially
bend up away from the base (Fig. 4e). Upward bending increases
hair height h and decreases the gap widthH �h. The narrowing gap
implies that impedance against the grain (Z�) is greater compared

to flow with the grain (Z+). This results in positive values of the
Vogel exponent (Fig. 5b). This behaviour occurs until hair height
and impedance approach a maximum, which occurs near ev ⇡ 1.
Further increasing flow velocity causes hairs to bend back towards
the base, and negative Vogel exponents are again recovered. This
behaviour is qualitatively similar to high-Re results in ref. 22.

We express directionality of drag response with the ratio Z�/Z+
(Fig. 4f) of impedances against and with the grain, respectively. This
ratio is identical to one for straight hairs (✓0 = 0). For angled hairs
in the weakly and strongly deformed limits, Z�/Z+ is approximately
equal to one. Only for angled hairs in the reconfiguration regime
does Z�/Z+ exhibit a peak centred near ev⇡1. The maximum value
of this peak depends on L/H and ✓0 (Supplementary Fig. 4b). We
find reasonable agreement between experimental (symbols) and
numerically computed (lines) values of Z�/Z+. However, at high
velocity, we find that experimental values deviate from our model’s
prediction. One possible reason for this disagreement may again
be the tapered, three-dimensional cylindrical shape of hairs, whose
behaviour at large deformation is not captured by our simplemodel.

In our experiments, we attained a maximal peak value of
Z�/Z+ ⇡1.5 with L/H =0.62 and ✓0 =40�. Improved rectification
could be attained by increasing hair length L or anchoring angle ✓0. It
is interesting to note that our simple model encounters a singularity
as h!H , where Z�/Z+ would become arbitrarily large. In reality,
one must consider penetration of flow into the hair bed, which
removes this singularity (Supplementary Information).

Discussion
To summarize, we have shown that beds of deformable hairs
can reconfigure in response to fluid flows. We identified a
dimensionless, elastoviscous parameter ev, which defines di�erent
response regimes. When ev is of order one, hair reconfiguration
results in a nonlinear response. When hairs are straight, or when
fluid flows with the grain of angled hairs, we find a drag-reducing
nonlinear response, characterized by a negative Vogel exponent V .
In contrast, drag-increasing response and positive V occur when
fluid flows against the grain of angled hairs. We were able to
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Figure 5 | The reconfiguration regime of angled hairs is characterized by a Vogel exponent that can attain positive values when flow is against
the grain. a, Numerically computed contour plot of the Vogel exponent V as a function of the length ratio L/H and rescaled velocity
ev= (4⌘L2v/E�a2H)(1� (L/H)cos✓0)�3/2 for hairs with ✓0 =30� and flow with the grain. b, V for flow against the grain. Blue areas denote a positive
Vogel exponent.

probe these nonlinear responses by assuming that shear stress is
concentrated at the hair tip. This simplifying assumption dispenses
with the need to integrate stresses over the entire hair surface, and
allows us to probe beyond the linear regime35.

The drag-reducing response of straight hairs, whichwe described
with the rescaled impedance eZ (see Fig. 2c), provides experimental
evidence that hairy surfaces reconfigure to reduce the shear stress
experienced by the anchoring surface. Hair beds such as the
hyaluronan brushes of blood vessels11,13 or brush-border microvilli
of kidney tubules7 have been implicated in mechanotransduction,
in analogy to experimental systems where hair deflection is used
to sense fluid forces36–41. Our work raises the hypothesis that the
drag-reducing nonlinearity of biological hair beds protects sensitive
mechanotransductive mechanisms from excessive stresses.

Additionally, the drag-reducing and drag-increasing response
of angled hairs amounts to rectification, or an axially asymmetric
flow response, which we express by the impedance ratio Z�/Z+
(see Fig. 4f). Prior studies have shown that control over a
rectification response can lead to the development of diverse
microfluidic components, such as pumps and diodes42–44. Typically,
rectification at low Re is challenging to attain because the governing
Stokes equations are linear and time-reversible. Existing designs
have overcome this di�culty by employing viscoelastic fluids42
or anisotropic surface-wetting properties43,44. The rectification
response we report here instead relies on a geometric nonlinearity,
whose operating range can be controlled by the geometric factors
embedded in ev. The rectification nonlinearity of angled hairs
holds at arbitrarily low Reynolds number and is compatible with
Newtonian fluids and conventional surfaces. Future work could lead
to the design of integrated microfluidic components such as diodes
and pumps.

Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any
associated accession codes and references, are available in the
online version of this paper.
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